LDP and GSA Instructions
PRMG requires all loan participants to be checked against the LDP and GSA lists, and all Investor Watchlists before
funding any loan. The instructions provided below should be followed when running the reports in the LDP or GSA
system and will provide guidance with the steps to follow when a potential match occurs.

Who must be checked?
Please refer to the “LDP/GSA Form” posted on the PRMG Resource Center for the specific list of loan participant roles
that must be checked against LDP, GSA and all Investor Watchlists.

How to search?
Each time a fraud report is ordered or rescored the loan participants received by DataVerify with the fraud report
request will be scrubbed against the LDP, GSA, OFAC, Mortgage Fraud News Articles and all PRMG Investor Watchlists.
Please refer to the “DataVerify Procedures”, which can be found on the public drive, for guidance with keying the loan
participants, running the DRIVE fraud report, reviewing the Watchlist Report, validating potential matches and clearing
DRIVE conditions.

What is LDP?
The full name for LDP is Limited Denial of Participation - HUD’s list of participants that have performed in an
unsatisfactory manner and have been excluded from doing business with the agency for a certain period of time.
To validate a loan participant or entity that is identified as a potential match to the LDP list go to
https://www5.hud.gov/Ecpcis/main/ECPCIS_List/main/ECPCIS_List.jsp, which is also provided on the DRIVE fraud report
below the Watchlist Match Report section.
It is important that parties who have been issued an LDP be prevented from new participation in the HUD program from
which they have been excluded within the jurisdiction which took the exclusion action:
1. If you detect new participation or attempted participation by such parties in a program from which they have
been excluded by the local HUD office, immediately notify the local office and obtain instructions before
completing the processing of an application.
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2. If you detect new or attempted participation by a party who has been excluded from a different program from
that of the current application, notify the local HUD office but continue to process the application because the
party is excluded only from the program(s) as shown on the LDP list. HUD must decide whether or not to
attempt to broaden the exclusion action.
3. If you detect new or attempted participation by a party who has been issued an LDP by another HUD
jurisdiction, notify the local office but continue to process the application because the party is not excluded
unless the local HUD office issues its own action based on the action by the other HUD office or based on its own
evidence.
Please make sure to print out any guidance or instructions provided by HUD and retain in the file for permanent
retention in case the documentation is needed post-closing. Adding notes in the conversation log may also be a good
idea if further clarification is needed for the loan file.
What is GSA?
The full name for GSA is General Services Administration - The GSA list is a government-wide list of parties excluded
from Federal Procurement or non-procurement programs.
To validate a loan participant or entity that is identified as a potential match to the LDP list go to
http://www.sam.gov/portal/public/sam/, which is also provided on the DRIVE fraud report below the Watchlist Match
Report section.
For additional information pertaining to running the validation report within the SAM website refer to the instruction
document http://www.eprmg.net/Public_-_Identifying_Excluded_Entities.pdf
Please make sure to print out the search results and include them in the loan file. If you have a party that shows up on
the list as being excluded from participation in HUD transactions (refer to example 1 below), that person will need to
be removed from the transaction. If there is not a print button available then try right-clicking in the screen where the
information appears and select print or capture the information by using your “Snipping Tool” and pasting the
information into Word.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Q:
A:

What do I do if a party shows being excluded from an Agency other than HUD (see example 2)?
Contact the Agency reporting the exclusion and verify the participant is not barred from participating in HUD
transactions as well. For a list of Agency contacts go to the SAM Website, Help, and then Exclusion Information or
click on the Excluding Agency within the findings.
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Q:
A:

What do I do if a party shows being excluded from an Agency but is not a loan participant such as the borrower’s
employer?
Review the file thoroughly to determine if that party has an integral role in the transaction, if not then proceed with
the transaction. If unclear consult with your manager.

Q:
A:

What do I do if my borrower shows as an exclusion?
Under Advanced Search select the SSN/TIN Search, input borrowers name and Social Security number and hit Search.
The results should confirm or deny the exclusion for your borrower. If confirmed your borrower has a HUD exclusion
the loan must be declined. If confirmed your borrower has an exclusion with another Agency contact the Agency to
confirm if borrower is excluded only from that Agency and not HUD.

Q:
A:

What do I do if another party to the transaction shows an exclusion?
If it is a party that you have their primary address in the file you can input that into the Exclusion findings (see bottom
of Examples). If you do not have their primary address in the file then you can try to call the party and interview them
with the below or similar questions to try to determine if they are one and the same. Or you may ask the party to go
to the SAM website, do the SSN verification mentioned above and have them send you the results for your file.
1. Have you lived/worked in another state besides Massachusetts (or applicable state)?
2. What is your full name? (Always obtain the middle name)
3. What is your maiden name? (If you are speaking to female)
4. Have you had any other last name besides Williams and Anderson (use applicable name)?
Note: These questions are the foundation of your interview; however, you are welcome to ask other questions
as applicable.
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Example 1 – HUD Exclusion
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Example 2: Other Agency Exclusion
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